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Good afternoon. I am Brian Smith and I am the Director of the Division of New and Renewed Licenses in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. My goal is to provide you with an overview of the license renewal process for commercial nuclear power reactors in the US, along with some areas that we have exploring for possible future implementation. 



Topics

• License Renewal Approach & the GALL Report

• Subsequent License Renewal

• Recent Activities
– License Renewal for 40 Years / Plant Operation to 100 Years
– Risk-informing License Renewal
– Development of Revision 1 of GALL-SLR

• License Status of US Operating Reactors

• Summary
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These are the topics that I will discuss this afternoon.Please note that Wednesday afternoon one of my staff, Dr. Allen Hiser, will provide more details on how we implement license renewal and the evolution of  the GALL report for license renewal and subsequent license renewal.



License Renewal Approach
• License Renewal ‒ Part 54 of Title 10 of the U.S. Code of 

Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 54)

• Standards for approval – “reasonable assurance that the 
activities authorized by the renewed license will continue 
to be conducted in accordance with the current licensing 
basis”
– Managing the effects of aging during the period of extended 

operation on the functionality of in-scope long-lived, passive 
structures and components

– Time-limited Aging Analyses (TLAAs)
– Satisfy requirements for environmental review
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The NRC first began to consider license renewal in the early 1980s, as our older units at that time were approaching 20 years of operation.  Much of the work in that time frame was in two areas:to identify the information required and the process to be used for determining whether to grant a renewed operating license, and research work to assess long-term aging of structures, components and electrical equipmentFinally in 1991, the NRC issued the license renewal rule, identified here as Part 54.  A revised rule was issued in 1995, and that rule describes the process that we still use today for subsequent license renewal.The standard that we use for license renewal is a reasonable assurance standard, not absolute assurance.  Our review has a limited-scope, focusing on demonstrating that the effects of aging will be adequately managed during the renewed license operating period.  The review includes demonstrating that time-limited aging effects are acceptable – these are analyses and calculations on topics like reactor pressure vessel neutron embrittlement, and fatigue of components and structures.The license renewal applicant also must satisfy our requirements for an environmental review.The last part of the statement on the standards for approval is the wording “activities authorized by the renewed license will continue to be conducted in accordance with the current licensing basis.”This provides the position that the goal of the license renewal review is to ensure that the plant will continue to be operated safely, not that the level of safety of the plant must increase, as specified for example in the IAEA Periodic Safety Review approach.



License Renewal Principles

• The ongoing regulatory process is adequate to 
ensure an acceptable level of safety for 
operating plants

• The same plant operating rules (plant current 
licensing basis) apply during the renewal term

– Requires additional actions for aging management of 
passive, long-lived plant structures and components 
for license renewal
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I mentioned on the prior page that our license renewal approach is limited to consideration of management of aging effects, time-limited aging analyses and an environmental impact statement.This limited-scope review is based on two fundamental principles:First the ongoing regulatory process is adequate to ensure an acceptable level of safety for operating plants – this regulatory process is composed of a number of activities, which I will discuss on the next slide.Secondly, the same plant operating rules – as documented in the plant’s current licensing basis – apply during the renewal term:  the one exception is that plants must take additional actions for aging management, consistent with the provisions of the rule.



Regulatory Process Essential Elements

• Resident inspectors and Regional inspections 

• Performance assessments of inspection findings

• Daily assessment of events 

• Safety issue resolutions (generic and plant specific)

• Materials aging & degradation issues important to safety addressed 
by
– Rule changes
– Generic communications
– Orders
– Voluntary actions
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As I mentioned previously, there are certain elements of our regulatory process that provide us with a strong regulatory program to ensure safe plant operation during all phases of a plant’s operating life.Brian – you can pick which of these to highlight:We have resident inspectors who are located on-site at each plant.  We also do frequent inspections out of our regional offices to assess performance at each site.  The topics of these inspections include [Brian to pick something among: plant security, emergency planning, radiation protection, environmental monitoring, periodic testing of plant equipment and systems, fire protection, construction activities].As a part of our oversight process, we perform a daily assessment of plant events.When a safety issue is identified, whether it is a generic issue or plant-specific, we implement resolutions for the issue consistent with the urgency of the issue.In particular for materials aging and degradation issues that are important to safety, we have a variety of approaches that we can use, as listed on the slide.,Because the license renewal approach has a narrow focus, the regulatory process elements that I have described on this page are essential to ensure safe plant operation with license renewal.



License Renewal Early History
• Initial applications in 1998
• Early identification that adequate existing programs are 

frequently used for license renewal
• Commission approval to develop guidance, became 

Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report, and the 
Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR)

• Ensure that regulatory guidance is clear and 
understandable to stakeholders so that the license 
renewal process is stable and predictable for future 
applicants.

• Update guidance, as appropriate, to capture the 
additional lessons learned and improve the license 
renewal process.
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With the license renewal rule having been issued in 1995, we began to receive applications in 1998.We knew going in and it was reinforced that existing plant programs have been and likely would provide effective aging management for license renewal, at least for safety related structure and components covered by, for example, required code inspections. For us that includes inspections according to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, or ASME Code, of the reactor pressure vessel, piping and other large components.  For the non-safety related equipment that is in the scope of license renewal but not covered by code inspections, the circumstances were less clear.To address this situation, the NRC staff proposed development of a lessons learned report, ultimately called the “Generic Aging Lessons Learned” report and a standard review plan for the NRC staff to use when reviewing license renewal applications.  The Commission approved development of these documents, with the direction that the guidance should be clear and understandable, with the expectation that this guidance would ensure a license renewal process that would be stable and predictable for future applicants.The Commission also dictated that the guidance be updated periodically to capture additional lessons.  The initial development of the GALL report involved numerous public meetings to ensure that the guidance was well founded.Since the issuance of the initial GALL report in 2000, a significant source of changes for the GALL reports two revisions has been operating experience for plants in the U.S. and overseas.BRIAN – use as you choose, former sub bullets under Commission approval:Build on lessons learned from the initial applications and staff experience from review of license renewal applicationsIdentify when existing programs are adequate and when they should be augmentedEnsure that regulatory guidance is clear and understandable to stakeholders so that the license renewal process is stable and predictable for future applicants.Seek stakeholders' participation in the development of guidanceWorkshopsPublic meetings to discuss comment resolution



Subsequent License Renewal – Operation for 80 Years

• The principles of license renewal continue to 
be effective to ensure safety for operations 
beyond 60 years

• Identification of aging management needs for 
the 60- to 80-year operating period 

• Issued GALL report for 80 years (GALL-SLR) 
and SRP-SLR in 2017
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As some plants approached 40 years of operations and many plants had renewed licenses to operate for 60 years,  attention in the industry focused on the possibilities for subsequent license renewal, or SLR, to allow for plant operation to 80 years.  During consideration of how to implement SLR, the Commission stated that the license renewal rule has provided an effective basis for ensuring safe operation during the license renewal period and will continue to be an effective basis for SLR as well. Consistent with the license renewal rule, the focus of SLR is on the adequacy of additional aging management activities to ensure safe plant operation during the subsequent period of extended operation.  To be prepared for the submittal of SLR applications, the NRC used several sources to identify aging management needs for the 60- to 80-year operating period.  This led to the development of a GALL report specific to SLR, with the GALL-SLR report issued in 2017.As part of the SLR efforts, the staff is considering ways to streamline and optimize the SLR application and review process, and updates to inspection procedures.



Consideration of 40-Year License Renewal Terms
and Plant Operation to 100 Years

• License Renewal for an Additional 40 years
– Motivated by a plant with a 40-year license operating near the end of 

that license
– Looked at legal/regulatory aspects, environmental review, safety 

review, and inspection/oversight aspects
– Public meeting on February 18, 2021 – ADAMS ML21070A117
– Industry stated not on their radar right now
– Public comments generally not supportive

• Technical Issues for 100 years of Operation
– Public meeting on January 21, 2021 – ADAMS ML21078A453
– Industry stated prudent to continue relevant research
– Public comments generally not supportive

• Closure Memo dated June 22, 2021: ADAMS ML21117A007
– Both activities were discontinued
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Shifting to more recent activities, in 2021 we looked at the possibility of renewing licenses for 40 years instead of the current limit of 20 years.This activity was motivated by a plant that was nearing the end of its 40-year license and wanted to get approval for both license renewal and subsequent license renewal.  Since we have both identified aging management needs for both operating periods in the GALL report and the GALL-SLR report, a 40-year renewal seemed to be a more efficient approach to address this circumstance.With a 40-year renewal period potentially on the table and a majority of our plants already possessing 60-year licenses, we began to consider whether we should begin to research the aging technical issues that could be applicable to 100 years of operation.As part of our consideration of these topics, we held a public meeting for each topic, hearing perspectives from the nuclear industry and the public.  For the 40-year license renewal topic, the industry stated that the topic was not on their radar.  For the topic of research to address aging issues for 100 years of operation, the industry stated their perspective that relevant research would be prudent to continue.  For both topics, the public comments were generally not supportive .As indicated in the last bullet, we issued a closure memo and discontinued both activities in mid-2021. 

https://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/webSearch2/main.jsp?AccessionNumber=ML21070A117
https://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/webSearch2/main.jsp?AccessionNumber=ML21078A453
https://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/webSearch2/main.jsp?AccessionNumber=ML21117A007


Risk-Informing License Renewal
• Part 54 is largely a deterministic rule

– Scoping and Screening, aging management review, TLAAs
– 54.21(a)(3) - For each structure and component identified . . 

. , demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately 
managed so that the intended function(s) will be 
maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of 
extended operation.

• Current use of risk in guidance documents
– GALL-SLR XI.M41: Piping inspection locations are selected 

based on risk (i.e., susceptibility to degradation and 
consequences of failure).
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NRC has had numerous activities to risk-inform parts of how we do business.  License renewal is the latest area where we are considering how to incorporate risk information. Looking at the license renewal rule, many elements are clearly deterministic.  For example, the scoping and screening criteria specify that for each structure and components that is in-scope and has been screened in for aging management review, the application must demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended functions will be maintained.  The emphasis here is on the intended functions of each structure and component, without a reliance on other systems, structures or components compensating for a potential loss of intended function.  Therefore, to risk inform the scoping and screening process in license renewal would involve either a rule change or an approved plant-specific exemption from the requirement.Use of risk information is considered in many of the aging management programs in the GALL and GALL-SLR reports.  For example, the buried and underground piping and tanks program states that piping inspection locations are selected based on risk, both susceptibility to degradation and consequences of failure.



Risk-Informed Aging Management Programs

• Submitted by NEI on February 18, 2022
• Proposed (pilot) AMPs:  GALL-SLR XI.M33 

(selective leaching) and XI.E3 (non-EQ 
inaccessible power cables)

• Public meeting held June 2
• If approved will add to GALL-SLR Revision 1
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The industry in the US has taken on the task of developing a process for risk-informing aging management programs.  As pilot activities, the Nuclear Energy Institute has submitted to us two risk-informed programs, those being selective leaching and non-environmentally qualified inaccessible power cables.We held a public meeting almost 6 months ago and recently completed an audit to aid in our review of these programs.We have made no decisions yet, but if these programs are approved, they will be added to GALL-SLR Revision 1 – more on this revision later.If this approach is successful, then we would expect more programs to be risk-informed.



Risk-Informing LR and SLR

• Public meeting held July 2022

• Follow-up to session at the NRC’s March 2022 
Regulatory Information Conference (RIC)

• Considered items that can be implemented now 
consistent with Part 54, or could require rulemaking

• Conclusion was to risk-inform aging management 
programs and their implementation for now

• Remains an area of interest for us
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Subsequently in July of this year we held a public meeting to more generally explore risk-informing license renewal and subsequent license renewal.  This meeting followed a similar session at the NRC’s March 2022 Regulatory Information Conference, but we wanted to provide an opportunity for more in-depth consideration of the proposals.One purpose of the meeting was to gain the benefit of perspectives from the industry and the general public on risk-informing license renewal, for example by identifying those areas that could be risk-informed at present without any changes to the rules, and those areas that would require rulemaking to change the license renewal rule.Although the conclusion from the meeting was to stay the course in considering risk-informing programs and their implementation, this topic remains an area of interest for the NRC.



Development of GALL-SLR Revision 1

• Focus is topics previously identified as possible SLR-ISGs; 
not a comprehensive review of the documents

• Basis for updates
– Revised and new guidance 
– Substantive corrections
– Incorporate completed SLR-ISGs

• Public meeting held in early September – summary here
• Plan to hold public meetings to understand international 

perspectives – details to be determined
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I mentioned earlier that we have issued two revisions of the GALL report, approximately 5 years apart.  With issuance of the GALL-SLR report in 2017, we are on target for a timely revision of this report.The focus of this revision is limited to those topics that we have previously identified as potential candidates for the Interim Staff Guidance or ISG process.  The ISG process allows the NRC to make needed interim changes to the guidance in the GALL-SLR report.  For SLR, this is the SLR-ISG process.Proposed revisions to the GALL-SLR need a strong technical basis, and we have identified several categories that they must align with.The first category, revised and new guidance, would include:New or updated industry guidance, and Codes and standardsPlant operating experienceOr to fill gaps or make technical revisions in guidance identified from previous SLR reviewsAt this point we would also incorporate the 4 SLR-ISGs that have been issued.We always have multiple paths to receive public comments on our proposed changes, through public meetings and formal written public comment periods.To give you an indication of the topics we are considering, the link to the summary of the September public meeting will enable you to access the slides and text descriptions of those areas we are considering.The last bullet is a new initiative for us – we are exploring having public meetings that will be targeted to gain international perspectives.  For example, these meetings could be timed to be more convenient for our colleagues in Asia, Europe and elsewhere.  At present we do not have details on how this will be implemented, but we look forward to this dialogue with our international colleagues.

https://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/webSearch2/main.jsp?AccessionNumber=ML22271A348


License Status of US Operating Reactors

• Renewed licenses issued for 94 units (10 have ceased operation)
– 8 units with 40-year licenses
– 78 units with 60-year licenses: applications for 6 more expected before 

March 2024
– 6 units with 80-year licenses (Turkey Point*, Peach Bottom* and Surry):  

applications for 9 units under review, and for 7 more units by end of 2025

• 61 units (52 operating) have entered their 41st year of operation;  first 
was in April 2009
– ~430 reactor-years of operation beyond 40 years by end of 2022
– Oldest units have operated for 53 years

* SLR licenses were reduced to 60-year duration pending 
revised environmental reviews
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At present the US has 92 operating reactors, with 8 of those on their original 40-year licenses.Overall we have issued 94 renewed licenses for 60 years of operation, but 10 of these plants have ceased operation.6 units have received subsequent license renewal licenses, but 4 of those have had the approved operating time reduced to 60 years due to Commission orders which concluded that the environmental reviews were not complete for these plants.We also have had a total of 61 units operate beyond 40 years, with 52 of those still operating.  Cumulative operating time beyond 40 years is the equivalent of almost 11 units on their original 40-year licenses.  Our oldest units have operated for 53 years.



Summary
• License renewal is a limited scope review focused on 

demonstrating that aging effects will be adequately 
managed to ensure plant safety will be maintained during 
all operating periods

• This limited scope review is enabled by the regulatory 
process essential elements outlined previously

• The NRC is seeking to appropriately risk-inform license 
renewal, starting with consideration of aging management 
programs

• The NRC is developing Revision 1 of the GALL-SLR report 
and during this process we plan to reach out to 
international colleagues for their perspectives
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In summary:



References

• License Renewal
– http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal.html

• Subsequent License Renewal
– http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/subsequen

t-license-renewal.html
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This slide includes links to background information and documents related to license renewal and subsequent license renewal. This concludes my presentation. Thank you for your time. 

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/subsequent-license-renewal.html
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